BAY COLLEGE SOCIAL MEDIA STANDARD
Social media or networking has become an effective and necessary vehicle for
communicating with the world. Bay College has various audiences – internally and
externally with students, faculty, staff, alumni, partners, potential students, parents, news
media, and event goers.
This standard is written to assist Bay College in meeting the following objective:
• To use social media platforms for Bay College to perform marketing and recruiting,
stay connected with students and the community, build an online awareness, and
communicate more effectively.
The goal of this standard is to help those in the Bay College community who are interested in
effectively, communicating using social media platforms. By developing a standard, which
more centralizes efforts through cross-promotion and actively engaging in conversations with
audiences, the hope is to increase Bay College’s social media presence for the College as a
whole and the various interest groups that exist within it.
THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
• Increase web traffic flow
• Increase lead generation and inquires
• Improve customer service
• Provide more opportunities to engage students and community members
• Create free, timely promotion of college events
• Maintain or increase visibility within the community
USE OF COMPANY SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS
Coordination: The College Advancement department is the overall coordinator for Bay
College Social Media
Authorized Users: Only people who have been authorized to use the college’s social
networking accounts may do so. Authorization is provided by the College Advancement
department. It is typically granted when social media-related tasks form a core part of an
employee’s job. Allowing only designated people to use the accounts ensures the
company’s social media presence is consistent and cohesive.

Creating social media accounts: New social media accounts in the college’s name must not
be created unless approved by the College Advancement department. The college
operates its social media presence in line with a strategy that focuses on the mostappropriate social networks, given available resources.
PLATFORMS
Bay College currently uses the following social networks:
Twitter: @baycollege is our Twitter name. Use hashtags to allow users to “tag” a post be
prefacing a word with a pound sign (#). Example of a tweet: “Looking for a good laugh?
Check out the comedian tonight at 7pm! Tickets are just $3 for students. #baycollegeevents
Facebook: Bay College focuses on one main page: Bay College. Currently there are
several other Bay College Facebook pages. It is the goal of the College Advancement
Department to have any new pages that uses Bay College in the name to be connected
with the main Facebook account. For example: “Bay College Foundation” Facebook page.
This would not be a stand-alone page. This page would be created by the graphics designer
and connected to the main account. User/editing privileges would then be given to the
employee who is responsible for the page.
YouTube: YouTube is a content-sharing service that provides a platform for videos.
LinkedIn: LinkedIn is a primary resource for personal, professional development and
allowing colleagues to connect and network with each other. Currently there is an active
Bay College LinkedIn and an active Bay College Alumni LinkedIn.
Blog: A blog is a frequently updated online personal journal or diary. It is a place to
express yourself to the world. Currently there is one active blog on the Bay College website:
The President’s blog.

Instagram: Instagram is a free photo sharing application that allows users to take
photos, apply a filter, and share it on the service or a variety of other social networking
services. Bay College Instagram is planned for 2017.

GUIDELINES FOR SOCIAL MEDIA USE
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

If in doubt don’t post- seek out guidance from the college advance department –
always seek guidance before responding to a negative post.
Fact-check your posts -When sharing an interesting blog post, article or piece of
content, employees should always review the content thoroughly, and should not post
a link based solely on a headline.
Spell and grammar check everything – Content never disappears entirely once it has
been posted.
Correct errors promptly – If you find that your blog entry or social post contains an error
or mistake, correct it. Since transparency is key, admit your mistake, apologize if
necessary, correct it and move on.
Credit appropriately – Identify all copyrighted or borrowed material with citations and
links. When publishing any material online that includes another’s direct or
paraphrased quotes, thoughts, ideas, photos or videos, always give credit to the
original material or author, where applicable.
Avoid personal attacks, online fights, and hostile communications - If a blogger or any
other online influencer posts a statement with which you disagree, seek guidance from
the College Advancement department. Do not escalate the conversation to a
heated argument. Write reasonably, factually and with good humor. Understand and
credit the other person’s point of view and avoid communications that could result in
personal, professional or credibility attacks.
Never disclose - proprietary or confidential information about the college or our
students, customers, or community members in your posts or responses/comments.

SECURITY
•
•
•
•
•

Company social media accounts should be protected by strong passwords that are
changed regularly and shared with the IT Department to keep on file.
Wherever possible, employees should use two-factor authentication to safeguard
company accounts.
Employees should watch for phishing attempts, where scammers may attempt to use
deception to obtain information.
Employees should avoid clicking links in posts, updates, and direct messages that look
suspicious.
Bay College reserves the right to delete comments that are deemed by the page
administrators as inappropriate. These comments include but are not limited to
political endorsements or banter, outside links, mudslinging or defamation,

advertisements and promotions of any sort, or SPAM. Violation of trademarks and/or
copyrights are prohibited.
USE OF PERSONAL SOCIAL MEDIA
Acceptable use: Employees may use their personal social media accounts for work-related
purposes during regular hours, but must ensure this is for a specific reason. Social media
should not affect the ability of employees to perform their regular duties. Use of social media
accounts for non-work purposes is restricted to non-work times, such as breaks and during
lunch. Employees should ensure it is clear that their social media account does not represent
the college’s name views or opinions. Please refer to the Bay College Computer Usage and
Social Media Policies.

EVALUATION MEASURES
The College Advancement Department will keep track of a few critical numbers to gauge
impact with the online community such as number of followers, number of interactions with
fans and followers and the number of posts per week for consistency. Adjustments will be
made based on feedback. Google Analytics, Facebook Insights, etc. will be used to track
trends and effectiveness.

